Maldacena dualities [1] between 4-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory and the type IIB string theory on the background AdS 5 × S 5 has been established. Equivalence between theories in different dimensions immediately raises questions about how detailed bulk information in one theory can be completely coded in low dimensional degrees of freedom [5] - [8] . Although there exist a large amount of evidence, we have not yet any direct translation of the configurations of one theory to the other. Nonperturbative formulations for string and M theory should be set up to investigate such a translation between theories in different dimensional spacetimes.
The Maldacena conjecture is heavily dependent on peculiar properties of the AdS spacetime. It is natural to begin such a program from discussing symmetry realizations of the AdS group in the AdS spacetime. Here we use two kinds of realizations on classical domains [9, 10] , which may be viewed as the Euclidean version of the AdS spacetime, to study some properties of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
2.
It is useful to consider the (n + 1)-dimensional AdS space AdS n+1 as a submanifold of a pseudo-Euclidean (n + 2)-dimensional embedding space with coordinates (y α ) = (y 0 , y 1 , · · · , y n+1 ) and metric
with "length squared"
preserved by the AdS group SO(2, n) acting as
The metric of the AdS in the embedding space is given by
Making use of the coordinate y α , we can discuss motions of free relativistic particles in the AdS space. For this aim, we first define the (n+2)-dimensional angular momentum
L αβ should be conservative for the free particle, so that
should be its equations of motion. On the other hand, L αβ may be viewed as a set of classical realizations for generators of the AdS group SO(2, n). At this representation, the Casimir-like invariant of the AdS group may be defined as square of mass of the free particle as follows:
where
It is interesting to see that in the projective space realization (see below in 4.), we may identify P i and L ij as momentum and angular momentum of the free particle in the AdS space, respectively. And Eq. 
The operator forms of L αβ are, in fact, generators of the AdS group. The Corresponding Casimir operator is of the formQ
At this stage, we can set up equations of motion in relativistic quantum mechanics of AdS invariant as eigenvalue equation of the Casimir operatorQ and it is independent of details of representation of the AdS. The Klein-Gordon equation for relativistic scalar particles in AdS spacetime can be introduced as
In a general frame with coordinates x i and metric g ij (i, j = 0, 1, · · · , n), the Casimir operatorQ of the AdS group is of the form
Thus, a general form of the Klein-Gordon equation in AdS space is
For spinors, analogue to Dirac operator in the Minkowskian space, we can introduce an AdS invariant operator asL
It is easy to check that
Therefore, similar to the case of Minkowskian space, the Dirac operator in AdS space is a square root of the Casimir operator of the AdS group. Then the eigenvalue equation of the Dirac-like operatorL may be viewed as the relativistic equation of motion for spinors,
where Γ i is the Ricci rotational coefficient
3. In what follows, let us focus on the Euclidean version of the AdS n+1 . If we write a real (n + 1)-dimensional vector as x = (x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x n ) and x ′ is the transport of x, the AdS n+1 can be expressed as
with the metric
The coordinates x i and y a are related as
It is not difficult to show that the transformation The inverse transformation is of the form
We see that, besides of the point χ = − For this realization of the AdS group, there is an invariant differential of the form on the AdS space dχdχ
And the invariant differential operator is It is convenient to introduce the spherical coordinates
The unit area element on the AdS boundary is as follows:
From
we know that on the spherical surface x = u, χ = v , uu ′ = vv ′ = 1 there is a relation
For the n-dimensional vector dΩ u , similarly, we have
This suggests the Poisson formula
is the bulk-boundary propagator in the AdS, ω n
the total areas of the AdS boundary in Euclidean version, Φ(x) satisfies Eq. (20) and
. Let x = ρv, we can rewrite the bulk-boundary propagator as
where u, v denotes the angle between the vectors u and v. The bulk-boundary propagator G E B∂ (x, u) has the following properties:
• At the case of ρ < 1, the bulk-boundary propagator satisfies Eq. 
Here ln Z bulk is the effective action for string theory on AdS n+1 considered as a functional of the boundary data Φ 0 (u) for the fields Φ(x). The right side is the generating functional of correlators of the operator O(u) dual to Φ 0 (u). Based upon the above discussion, we know that the free classical solutions of scalar particle may be suggestively written in terms of the boundary value Φ 0 (u) and a bulk-boundary propagator
Then the CFT correlators are given in terms of truncated bulk Green functions as
To check our results, some sample calculations will now be carried out, in the approximation of classical supergravity. Consider an AdS theory that contains a massless scalar Φ with action
Using the bulk-boundary propagator G E B∂ (x, u), the solution of the Laplace equation in the AdS space with boundary values Φ 0 is
It follows that
By integrating by parts, one can express I(Φ) as a surface integral,
Hence the two points function of the operator O is proportional to |u − v| −2n , as expected for a field O of conformal dimensional n. In this realization, the global transformations are given by
where bb ′ < 1 and
The invariant differential metric for this kind of transformations is of the form
At the boundary of the AdS space x = u, χ = v, we have duu ′ = 0 and thus
The bulk-boundary propagator for this kind of symmetry is of the form
The invariant differential of this kind of transformations, which is satisfied by the above bulk-boundary propagator, is as follows:
At the boundary of the AdS space, the transformation law for unit area elements is
After added of the transformations
which making the original point (x = 0) invariant, we complete this kind of realization of the AdS group. Similar Euclidean version of the AdS/CFT correspondence with transformations (16) can be presented also.
What very interested here is that in this realization x i are what is called the Beltrami coordinates of the AdS. For the non-Euclidean version, the properties of the Beltrami coordinates of the AdS spacetime have been discussed thoroughly [11, 12] . It has been shown that for the AdS spacetime the Beltrami coordinates form an initial frame in certain sense. And the equations of motion (4) for the classical free particle just correspond to the first integral of the geodesic equation of the Beltrami metric. In other words, the special relativity with AdS symmetry may be set up based on the Beltrami coordinates. Solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac equation in the AdS space can also be given in a more straightforward way at the Beltrami frame [13] .
Details about these subjects will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
